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ABSTRACT

Land subsidence as a result of removal of ground-

water is a common occurrence in many areas of the world.

In south—central Arizona, subsidence of agricultural land

over a groundwater aquifer offered a simplified economy

against which the economic importance of subsidence could

be tested. To perform the test, all of the various damages

that are caused by subsidence were inventoried.

Costs of damages were evaluated by the use of

Benefit—Cost Analysis with alternative management proposals.

It was determined that the impact of subsidence—caused

damages to the economy of the study area was almost negli-

gible. Furthermore, no steps could be recommended to halt

subsidence because of the excessive cost of halting water

pumping and imported water.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The earth's surface is subsiding over a heavily

mined aquifer in south—central Arizona. In addition to this

subsiding area in Arizona, there are many other locations

in the world where liquids are being withdrawn from beneath

the earth's surface that are subsiding. Some examples of

areas that are experiencing subsidence over groundwater

reservoirs are Tokyo, Japan; London, England; Mexico City,

Mexico; Savannah, Georgia; the Houston—Galveston area on

the Texas Gulf Coast; Denver, Colorado; Las Vegas, Nevada;

and the San Joaquin and Santa Clara Valleys of California

(Poland, 1971).

In July, 1970, an international symposium was held

in Tokyo, Japan, that was totally devoted to subsidence,

and over 60 professional papers were presented. In the

forward to the bound volume of the papers presented at the

symposium and in the opening address to the symposium,

reference was made to the economic and social impact that

subsidence causes, however only physical facts were report-

ed. In Newsweek Magazine, October 16, 1972, subsidence

was reported as having "damaged buildings and sewage lines"

in the Houston—Galveston area because of over 5 feet of

1
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subsidence in the past twenty years. The April-May, 1972,

issue of National Wildlife reported in headlines that "Land

in some areas of Arizona has sunk as much as six feet as a

result of water being pumped from the ground."

In south-central Arizona, various damages have been

reported for many years. The Arizona Daily Star on

Tuesday, March 12, 1970, reported subsidence cracks that

"have damaged country roads, irrigation canals, railroad

lines and Interstate 10." The same paper reported on

October 21, 1972, that "Land subsidence costs Arizonans

thousands of dollars each year." The Star, June 12, 1973,

discussed the continuing subsidence in the Eloy-Picacho area

and stated that "Colorado River water is an insurance policy

to suppliment continued overdraft of groundwater."

Past research into subsidence phenomena has focused

only upon the physical description of subsidence, even

though some articles have described various damages caused

by subsidence (Pashley, 1961; Bull, 1961a). No research has

been previously effected to evaluate the importance of the

damage and its cost to the economy of the subsiding area.

This research will synthesize the physical and economic

consequences of subsidence in a case study area and deter-

mine the impact upon the geographic region that subsidence

incurs. Documented physical research will be used to

determine the true cost of subsidence caused damages. The
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damage cost will then be evaluated against the value of the

extracted resource (water) in production and alternative

solutions to the problem of subsidence will be evaluated as

to their relative effectiveness and costs.

Case Study Area: Western Pinal County

The area of study is located in the western half of

Final County, Arizona. This area was chosen as the case

study for two reasons: (1) the attention that the popular

press has paid the area, and (2) the subsiding area relies

solely upon groundwater to meet its principally agricul-

tural needs.

Western Pinal County is a north—west sloping

alluvial basin, with adjoining mountains to the east and

west. The valley floor enjoys a semi—arid climate, while

the nearby mountains (over 5000 feet above sea level) are

semi—humid. Annual rainfall in the valley rarely exceeds

fifteen inches and approximately 60 percent of this precip-

itation falls between July and September. During this

period of mid—summer, thunderstorms occur almost daily over

the mountains. November through June is generally dry.

The area's summers are hot and the winters are mild.

January's average temperature is 45 °F and the average July
temperature is SO°F. The average annual frost—free period
is 223 days, and during the summer the daytime temperatures
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frequently exceed 100°F, yielding excellent growing condi-
tions for many crops (White and Company, 1967).

The western part of Final County is Arizona's

second largest agricultural area. The following statistics

show the total state water use compared with the study

area both generally, and specifically employed in agricul-

ture (Lower Colorado Region Comprehensive Framework Study,

1970, Appendix V):

Total Water Use in	 5.42 million acre feet
Arizona:	 per year

Total Water Use for 4.91 million acre feet
Agriculture in	 per year
Arizona:

Total Water Use in
	

1.10 million acre feet
Final County:	 per year

Total Water Use for 0.97 million acre feet
Agriculture in	 per year
Final County:

The remainder of the water used in Final County

goes to municipal and industrial uses, with mining being

one of the principal industrial users. The mines lie in

the eastern part of the county where prospecting prior to

the Civil War discovered the various ores present there.

It was not until the latter part of the 19th century that

the gold, zinc, lead, copper, and molybdenum mines helped

give impetus to the creation of the large agricultural area

that now occupies the western half of the county. Final

County's first groundwater development for agricultural
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usage began in 1914, when shallow wells were dug near the

town of Toltec.

Even though groundwater use has increased pro-

gressively since 1914, large scale groundwater exploitation

and withdrawal did not begin until 1936 (Schumann and

Poland, 1971). From 1940 to 1967, more than 16 million

acre feet of water were pumped to the surface. The draft

on the aquifer system greatly exceeded inflow to the aquifer

and most of the water used was removed from storage. Con-

tinued pumping has caused a steady decline in the water

table throughout the area. Figure 1 (U. S. Geological

Survey, Annual Report, 1971)	 shows the net change in the

water level from 1940 to 1970 at three locations in the

case study area. Figure 2 shows the same information

generally for the western part of Final County. The maximum

declines in water levels have in some cases exceeded 200

feet and very few wells other than those adjacent to irri-

gation canals which enjoy recharge from those canals are

lifting water less than 250 feet (Cox, 1963).

These long term water level declines have brought

about the subsidence of the surface through a mechanism to

be discussed in Chapter 4.

Land subsidence was first noticed in Final County,

Arizona, in 1948 when the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

was checking the U. S. Geological Survey of 1905. During
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this period, the land surface near Eloy had subsided about

0.1 foot. Further checking in 1952 indicated that subsi-

dence was continuing, and from 1947 to 1967, more than 7.5

feet of subsidence was recorded northeast of Eloy (Schumann

and Poland, 1971).

During this same period, the average depth—to—water

increased over 110 feet with declines in some areas ap-

proaching 200 feet (U. S. Geological Survey, Annual Report,

1971). The rate of decline of the water table was slightly

more than 5 feet per year.

The point of maximum subsidence (approximately 8

feet total) in the study area is northwest of Eloy. The

area here had settled 1.30 feet from 1948 to 1952 at an

average rate of 0.325 foot per year. From 1952 to 1954,

the rate increased to 0.560 foot per year in response to

accelerated water level declines (Schumann and Poland,

1971). Determinations through 1967 indicate that the rate

of subsidence has declined, but it is still continuing at

a rate of near 0.113 foot per year. The reduced rate may

reflect the 1966 water level (Figure 3) rises throughout

the area following a year of exceptionally heavy rainfall

and the impact of a continuing decline in irrigated acre-

age (Appendix A).

That the basin sinks slowly in a fairly uniform

manner is indicated by the bottom graph on Figure 3. The
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map (Figure 4, in pocket) shows that the amount of subsi-

dence slowly declines outward from the center of greatest

subsidence. Near the periphery of the basin, the sinking

is terminated along the mountain slopes. Cracking and

fissuring occur in these locations as the land blocks

separate (Figure 5, in pocket, is a background for Figure 4

that shows the areas under irrigation and the well sites in

the case study area).

The first crack was discovered in 1927. At that

time, it was attributed to an earthquake that had occurred

in southern California on the previous day and it was be-

lieved that the crack had been aggravated in its magnitude

by an exceptionally , heavy rainfall which had occurred

simultaneously (Leonard, 1929). Numerous other cracks in

the study area have occurred in the same general region of

the basin (Figure 4).

Since Leonard's article and analysis, other research

has been focused on subsidence especially in the western

and southwestern United States where groundwater is used

extensively. These research efforts have dealt exculsively

with physical or mechanism description. The San Joaquin

Valley of central California has several areas where subsi-

dence is occurring. Lofgren discussed one of these areas

in 1961; and Pashley (1961), and Petersen (1962) described

cracks in the Casa Grande area.
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The chapters to follow will describe the cost of

subsidence in the case study area. The damages caused by

subsidence will be inventoried in Chapter 2 and the mecha-

nisms of subsidence will be reviewed in Chapter 3 and 4.

Costs will be tabulated in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 will test

these costs for economic significance. Recommendations and

conclusions will be presented in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2

SUBSIDENCE-CAUSED DAMAGE INVENTORY

The previously discussed earth movements (sinking

and cracking) have caused damages to various structures and

the costs of the damages have not been previously defined.

To establish the costs of damages it was first necessary to

inventory all of the damages that are caused or are thought

to be caused by subsidence. To simplify the inventory the

damages were separated into two categories: damages to

natural structures, and damages to man-made structures.

Damages to Natural Structures 

Damages to natural structures caused by groundwater

overdraft-induced subsidence are simply the alternations to

the surface configuration as noted in: the general sinking

of the basin, the cracking of the surface at the periphery

of the basin along the slopes of the mountains; and the

damage to the storage capacity of the aquifer as caused by

compaction and subsequent reduction of water holding capac-

ity. Other possible considerations were arroyo generation

or gullying and its contribution to streambed sedimentation,

probably not sufficient magnitude to consider here, and

damages to the esthetic or scenic value of the land, also

12
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probably not deserving of further consideration. Unless

one were aware of the possible cause, the surface altera-

tions, including cracking and sinking, would probably be

attributed to rainfall-runoff-caused erosion or go un-

noticed.

Damages to Man-Made Structures 

Damages to man-made structures were separable into

three basic categories:

1. Transportation facilities including high-

ways, bridges, railroads, and interstate

pipelines.

2. Domestic and urban structures including

homes, commercial buildings, and the basic

utility services for them.

3. Agricultural structures and facilities

including fields, wells, pumps, and ditches.

Transportation Facilities 

Highways. Various State and County Highway Depart-

ment personnel in 1971 and 1972 reported damages to high-

ways directly attributable to subsidence movements are at

this time limited to a crack that crosses Interstate

Highway 10 near Picacho Pass, and a portion of State High-

way 87 between the towns of Picacho and Coolidge. On

Highway I-10 (Figure 4), one of the previously described
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surface cracks crosses the highway's lanes and as the

earth moves, the crack requires patching and repair. On

the "valley" or northwest side of the crack as you

approach the town of Picacho, the entire road bed has

settled several feet and may require efforts to realign

the grade at some future point in time. However, for the

present, the crack and the road bed have stablized and

neither have been a serious problem recently. The other

documented location of highway damage is near the center

of greatest subsidence (Winikka, 1964). This location is

on Arizona State Highway 87, approximately midway between

the towns of Picacho and Coolidge. Here the road has

become misaligned and stablization has been required to

prevent its failure.

Bridges. Damages to bridges have been rumored.

However, investigations with the various divisions of the

State and County Highway Departments failed to reveal any

documentation for these rumors. Probably, bridge damage

is most frequently caused by floods and/or inadequate

initial construction.

Pipelines. The only major pipeline that crosses

the subsiding area belongs to the El Paso Natural Gas

Company. This line is extremely important as it carries

over three million cubic feet of natural gas to Arizona

and southern California daily. Even though cracks in the
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earth have opened across the line several times, to date,

the line has not in itself been damaged (Begley, El Paso

Natural Gas Company, 1972).

Railroads. The same crack that crosses Highway

I-10 (see previous discussion on Highways) also crosses

the railroad bed that parallels the highway. The crack

has opened here several times also, but has never broken

open the rails which ride above it. Several times the

railroad has experienced a misalignment of the tracks

following extremely heavy rainfalls in the area. However,

the railroad personnel do not believe that the crack has

any role in this misalignment. In this location both the

freeway and railroad bed act as dikes to collect and pond

water which compacts the surface materials as it loads the

surface and percolates downward, wetting the subsurface

layers (Cox, Southern Pacific Railroad Roadmaster, 1972).

Domestic and Urban Structures

No documentation of damages to homes, water lines,

sewers, power and phone lines, or gas lines can be found to

indicate that the cause is deep subsidence. Beyond normal

settling, there is little or no evidence to indicate that

deep subsidence has an effect upon these structures. Urban

and domestic structures on or very near the surface (water

lines, etc.) would sink slowly with the entire land mass
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(Figure 4) and would not reflect the action of deep subsi-

dence because of the large degree of uniformity with which

the land surface sinks. Only those domestic structures

built directly over the deep subsidence—caused cracks would

suffer damage and there is no evidence of this happening

yet.

Agricultural Structures and Facilities 

Well damage. There is evidence of well damage

throughout the subsiding areas. Figure 6 is a general sec-

tion of the basin and Figure 7 is a sketch to help show

the most common type of well damage. The well casing ex-

tends from the surface to some depth below the water table.

The casing is gripped in place by the materials through

which it passes in the well hole. As the water table is

lowered, the zone that is being dewatered undergoes

structural changes due to changes in buoyant forces (see

discussion, Chapter 3). As the zone of dewatering

restructures in response to the changes in buoyant forces,

the casing collapses in this general area. Most frequently,

this damage is discovered when the well begins to produce

excessive amounts of sand and gravel, which is passed

through the hole in the casing in the collapsed area, or

when this sand and gravel destroys the pump bowls and

impellers. An earth movement other than deep subsidence is
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Figure 6: Generalized Basin Profile
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responsible for a different type of well damage. Occasion-

ally wells collapse in the zone above the original water

table. This generally happens in areas where wells pass

through a clay bed that became wetted by the percolation of

irrigation water downward through this previously unwetted

zone. These wetted clay beds exert pressure laterally upon

the sides of the well casing and may collapse it in a hori-

zontal fashion, rather than in a vertical manner ad de-

scribed in the earlier example. Some of these wells do not

collapse, but exhibit a "dog leg" configuration (Figure 8)

as these layers shift about (Bull, 1961a; Price, 1971 and

1972). Another common type of well damage is noted when

the well seems to "grow" out of the ground. The land mass

subsides around the well casing, leaving the pump pad and

pump elevated above the ground surface on top of the well

casing (Figure 8).

Field damage. The occurrence of land subsidence

was hypothesized to bring about excessive leveling require-

ments to maintain field slope and elevation and assure

proper irrigation and drainage. Records provided by the

Soil Conservation Service (SCS) show that the total acreage

leveled annually is not significantly different in the

case study area than acreage amount (on a percentage basis)

leveled in areas of Arizona that are not subsiding (Soil

Conservation Service Annual Reports, 1971).
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Figure 8: Types of Well Casing Damage Caused
by "Near—Surface" Subsidence
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Several cracks have opened in fields and grazing

land that have required patching to resume use. No

comparable data from other areas was available.

Ditch slope reversal and colla se. The number of

water conveyance structure failures are small. Soil

Conservation Service records show that the major portion

of ditch constructed or reconstructed annually is to

increase ditch carrying capacity and convey water more

efficiently. Table 2 shows Soil Conservation Service data

for ditch installed in subsiding areas compared with ditch

installed in non—subsiding areas.
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Repairs are few and do not follow a general pattern, indi-

cating that some cause other than deep subsidence is at

fault.

Considering the above damage inventory, it is

questionable whether or not deep subsidence is in fact

responsible for all of the suspect damages. To consider an

alternative hypothesis as to some of the damages' origin,

it is appropriate to examine the mechanism by which deep

subsidence occurs, and evaluate the possibility of an

alternative mechanism.



CHAPTER 3

SUBSIDENCE: GEOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY

Areas of the world that are experiencing deep sub-

sidence are all of similar geologic formation. Most of

these areas are composed of semi-consolidated clastic

deposits of late Cenozoic age. They are alluvial and

lacustrine (Bull, 1961a).

For example, the compacting sediments of the Texas

Gulf Coast and at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, were laid down in

a fluviatile and shallow marine environment (Poland, 1971).

All of the areas of major concern are confined aquifer

systems containing permeable aquifers of sand and/or gravel

of low compressibility interbedded with clayey aquitards of

low permeability, high compressibility and variable thick-

ness (Poland, 1971).

All of the compacting sediments are generally pre-

sumed to be normally consolidated. Furthermore, all of the

actively subsiding areas are tapped with water wells ex-

tending to depths ranging from 200 to 900 meters (Poland,

1971).

Subsidence in areas that have the above general

characteristics can be correlated to groundwater with-

drawals. Subsidence is attributed to the compaction of

2 5
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deposits caused by increased effective loading stresses.

These stresses are changed in two ways: (1) the water table

fluctuations change the buoyant support of the grains in

the zone of change, and (2) a change of the water table or

of the piezometric head, or both, may induce hydraulic

gradients and seepage stresses in the deposits (Poland,

1971).

Depending on the nature of the deposits, compaction

may be: (1) largely elastic, in which case stress and

strain are proportional, independent of time and reversible,

or (2) principally non—elastic, resulting from a rearrange-

ment of the granular structure in such a way that the

volume of the deposits is premanently decreased (Lofgren,

1968). In general, if the deposits are coarse sand and

gravel, the compaction will be small and chiefly elastic

and reversible if 6verdraft conditions do not exist, whereas

if they contain fine—grained clayey beds, the compaction

will be much greater and chiefly in—elastic and permanent.

In either case, a one—directional compression of the

deposits occurs which results in a subsidence of the land

surface.

Three different types of stresses are involved in

the compaction of an aquifer system. These are closely

interrelated, yet of such different nature that a clear

distinction is of utmost importance. The first of these is
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gravitational stress, caused by the effective weight of

overlying deposits, which is transmitted downward through

the grain-to-grain contacts in the deposits. The second,

a hydrostatic stress due to the weight of the interstitial

water, is transmitted downward through the water. The

third is a dynamic seepage stress exerted on the grains by

the viscous drag of vertically moving interstitial water.

The first and third are additive in their effect and togeth-

er comprise the grain-to-grain stress which effectively

changes the void ratio and mechanical properties of the

deposit (Lofgren, 1968). It is commonly known as the

effective stress." The second type of stress, although it

tends to compress each individual grain, has virtually no

tendency to change the void ratio of the deposit and is

referred to as a "neutral stress" (Lofgren, 1968).

The Terzaghi theory of consolidation (Terzaghi and

Peck, 1948) is commonly used to estimate the magnitude and

rate of compaction that will occur in fine-grained clayey

deposits under a given change in stress. According to the

theory, compaction results from the slow escape of pore

water from the stressed deposits, accompanied by a gradual

transfer of stress from the pore water to the granular

transfer of stress from the pore water to the granular

structure of the deposits. When an increment of loading

stress is applied to a aquitard or fine-grained interbed,

the entire stress increase first is borne by the
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interstitial water because no increase in grain-to-grain

stress can occur until drainage from the aquitard begins.

A high hydraulic gradient at the surface of the aquitard

causes rapid drainage from the pores near that surface.

Then as the excess pressure gradually decreases, the inter-

granular stress increases and the void ratios decrease.

This slow process always is in a more advanced state near

the middle of the aquifer (Lofgren, 1961).

Effective stress increases and compaction occurs in

a waterbearing bed only as rapidly as water can move out.

A slowly draining aquitard may take weeks or years to adjust

to an applied stress increase, whereas a coarse-grained

aquifer will adjust quickly. In either case, one-

dimensional consolidation results, which is directly related

to the change in effective grain-to-grain stress.

Water-level fluctuations in subsidence areas change

effective stresses in the following two ways:

1. A rise of the water table increases the

buoyant support of grains in the zone of

change, and a decline decreases the buoyant

support; these changes in gravitational

stress are transmitted downward to all

underlying deposits.

2. A change in position of the water table or

piezometric surface (artesian head), or both,
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may induce vertical hydraulic gradients

across confining or semi—confining beds and

thereby produce a seepage stress, this

stress is algebraically additive to the

gravitational stress that is transmitted

downward to all underlying deposits. A

change in effective stress also results if

preexisting seepage stresses are altered in

direction or magnitude by a change in head

(Lofgren, 1968).

Subsequent to these subsurface stress changes, the

earth's surface is affected in two ways. At the periphery

of the basin the earth's surface can crack or fissure

adjacent to the mountains.

For example, in the case study area, cracks first

appear as long narrow linear fissures, usually less than 1

inch (2.5 cm.) wide and as much as 1 mile (1.6 km.) long.

The fresh fissures have sharp edges and exhibit no evidence

of lateral movement (Schumann and Poland, 1971). The move-

ment appears to be simple horizontal separation of the

landblocks on either side of the break. The cracks are

believed to be tensional breaks (Schumann and Poland,

1971).

The cracks roughly parallel the surface contours

and cross natural drainage patterns at right angles. Upon

application of irrigation water or following high—intensity
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rainstorms, the cracks intercept overland flow and act as

drains. The water moves downward into the cracks, causing

them to increase rapidly in width, as much as several feet

in places. The cracks widen partly by slumping, partly by

erosion of the sides. Gullying often occurs in the cracks.

The cracks tend to connect and to form longer cracks

(Schumann and Poland, 1971).

Many of the cracks or fissures roughly lie in zones

of steep gravity gradients. Most of the steep gravity

gradients are adjacent to the mountain masses and may re-

flect buried fault scarps along the periphery of the sub-

siding basin. If this is true, the buried fault scarps

probably are sites of maximum tensile stress. Thus the most

likely sites for new fissures would be along these zones

(Schumann and Poland, 1971).

The other surface indication of subsidence is the

sinking or subsidence of the earth surface. This subsidence

generally is greatest at the center of the basin, where

groundwater withdrawals are the greatest. As one migrates

outward from the center, the rate of subsidence becomes less

pronounced. In the study area, these trends are also seen

(Figure 4).

U. S. Geological Survey records for the area show

that the sinking of the basin occurs in a slow fashion. It

has not exceeded a rate of 0.6 foot per year at any time

during the period of record. The uniformity of deep
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subsidence, and its slow rate does not indicate that deep

subsidence may be the cause for all of the damages. Some

of the damages that were inventoried do not seem to be

caused by the gradual sinking of the land's surface as in-

dicated by records and the mechanics of deep subsidence.

These damages are indicative of a differential activity

which is not adequately explained by the deep subsidence

phenomena. The initial hypothesis attributed all of the

various damages to deep subsidence. Due to inconsistencies

between damages and possible causes, it became evident that

the deep subsidence hypothesis did not account for all of

the damages and other sources of origin for these damages

were examined.



CHAPTER 4

ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS

Since many of the damages in the study area did not

indicate that deep subsidence was the cause, other possible

causes were examined.

Considerable research has been performed in other

alluvial fan-type areas on a process called "near-surface"

subsidence. Near-surface subsidence on certain alluvial

fans in western Fresno County, California, has caused

destruction of, or damage to ditches, roads, pipelines,

electric transmission towers and buildings (Bull, 1961b).

Near-surface subsidence results chiefly from compaction of

deposits by an overburden load as the clay bond supporting

the voids is weakened by water infiltrating and percolating

through the deposits for the first time. Bull (1961b) stated

that "...the amount of subsidence that occurs when water is

applied on near-surface subsidence reactant areas is depen-

dent mainly upon overburden load, natural moisture condi-

tions, and the amount of and type of clay (p. B-187)."

Four characteristics appear to be common in areas

where near-surface subsidence has been extensively studied.

Firstly, the areas are alluvial fans. Secondly, large

amounts of clay are present in the underlying structure.

32
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Thirdly, evaporation greatly exceeds natural rainfall, pre-

venting normal percolation below the root zone from this

source. Fourthly, these areas are extensively developed

and irrigated. The study area does resemble other areas

that are exhibiting near-surface subsidence in all of the

above mentioned respects. As noted previously, it is an

alluvial fan. In regard to clays, montmorillonite clays

are considered to be the most susceptible to near-surface

subsidence (Bull, 1961b). Montmorillonite clays are found

throughout the study area. Furthermore, in the study area

there are extensive clay beds above the original water

table, some of which are as thick as 35 to 50 feet (Hardt

and Cattany, 1969). The creates a zone where near-surface

subsidence may occur. In other areas experiencing near-

surface subsidence, the activity occurred in the upper 200

foot zone (Bull, 1961b), and this is the zonal thickness

under consideration here.

With regard to soil moisture conditions, potential

evaporation far exceeds natural rainfall, normally prevent-

ing percolation below the depth of four to six feet, except

along drainages. Surface distrubance (e.g., preparation for

cropping) and subsequent application of water for irrigation

in far greater amounts than natural rainfall would allow

percolation to these deeper previously unwetted layers.

Several examples exist where a well was dug through a layer
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above the original water table that was totally dry. After

a long period of irrigation, it was discovered that water

was entering the well above the original water table. This

indicates the creation of an artificially perched water

table which has wetted this layer (U. S. Geological Survey,

Annual Report, 1971).

Well drillers' logs have shown the presence of many

clay layers and lenses throughout the entire basin. These

lenses and layers are scattered and of varying thickness,

length and width (Hardt and Cattany, 1965). Little data

exists beyond well drillers' logs to describe them, but

their presence in the upper zone (above the water table) and

surface phenomena which do not reflect the type of movement

brought about by deep subsidence clearly imply that some

sort of near—surface subsidence activity is occurring.

Since no efforts have been made in the study area

to define and document near—surface subsidence, and previous

attention to damage attributed all movements to deep subsi-

dence, it was very difficult in many instances to differ-

entiate between the two. Therefore all damages will be

attributed to deep subsidence thereby giving maximum

estimates for subsidence damages.



, CHAPTER 5

DAMAGE COST ACCOUNTING

The objective of this research was to determine the

cost of subsidence damage and assess its impact upon the

economy of the case study area. In the previous chapter,

it was shown that occurances that have been attributed to

deep subsidence may be due to other causes. Due to the lack

of methodology and the lack of physical data necessary to

discriminate between these other possible causes and deep

subsidence, all damages were presumed to be caused by deep

subsidence.

Natural Structures Damage Costs

Land

Values of undeveloped (raw) land were hypothesized

to be decreased for sale and exchange if evidence of subsi-

dence was present. However, no documentation or evidence

of devaluation in land values could be ascertained for

reasons of subsidence. A review of records in the Pinal

County Tax Assessor's Office and personal interviews with

realtors and land owners showed no documentation of deval-

uation of land values or even attempts or requests to have

land devalued because subsidence on a particular piece of

land.

35
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Subsidence is apparently of little importance in

land exchange. Knowledge of current or possible future

subsidence on a particular piece of property has not played

a role in property value for exchange.

Values for undeveloped land for sale for subdivi-

sions are also unlikely to reflect any subsidence caused

devaluation. Generally, the land being subdivided and sold

in remote subdivisions bear no cost resemblance to agricul-

tural land being sold nearby, and none of the plots of land

currently being marketed by large subdividers through their

own sales force in Arizona are able to command the same

price on the open market for resale. Some lots resell for

as little as one half of the developer's original price.

The new federal laws regarding full disclosure for

land sales will probably have little effect on prices. The

new laws will force developers to account for subsidence in

sales presentations, but the effect on prices will be un-

certain. In regard to farmland prices, they are a reflec-

tion of product prices. When times for the farmer are good,

farmland prices tend to be good.

Even though certain landowners and realtors inter-

viewed during the course of this research stated that they

thought subsidence affected values, there was no evidence

that subsiding farms are less valuable than non-subsiding

farms.
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Aquifer

Damage to the aquifer is reflected by its reduction

in volume after compaction. If we were to assume that the

entire western on-half of Pinal County had subsided at the

maximum of eight feet (as the center of greatest subsidence

has) and the entire land area (2,500 sq. mi.) were underlain

by a uniform aquifer of 1,000 feet in depth, then we could

calculate the maximum reduction in aquifer holding capacity.

Complete compaction of 40 vertical feet of alluvial mater-

ial which had originally had a 20 percent porosity would

have reduced the aquifer's holding capacity by 0.4 percent.

The subsiding area is not totally underlain by aquifer and

furthermore, eight feet of subsidence has occurred in but a

very small portion of the area. Not only is the amount of

subsidence damage to the aquifer small, it would take many

years before the aquifer could become totally recharged if

withdrawals were immediately ceased. In fact, it would be

unlikely for the aquifer to even reach its original state

again even if no compaction had occurred. Any feasible ex-

ploitation of the aquifer would keep it from attaining

99.6 percent of its original volume.

Man-Made Structures Damage Costs

Wells

This is the most significant damage in terms of

total dollars that is,being experienced in the subsiding
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area studied. In 1971, seventeen wells were damaged by

subsidence in Pinal County that required repair (Price,

1971). Over the past years the number has generally run

from 7 to 9 per year (Price, 1971). The cost of repairing

wells damaged by deep subsidence ranges from a minimum of

1,400.00 to a maximum of up to total replacement costs.

The average cost of repairing a well casing

collapsed by subsidence is around $2,200.00, based upon a

$1,200.00 minimum for well repairman call—out and $100.00

per foot for repair (Price, 1971). Generally around 10

feet of well is repaired. On a per well basis, a well

repair budget may be broken down as follows:

Photographs to determine extent	 $1,250.00
of damage

Repair of casing @ $100.00/ft.;	 1,000.00
average repair cost per well
based on 10 feet of repair

Pump repair and replacement	 3,000.00
(this is an average figure, and
varies as to size of well, etc.)

Total cost of repair per well	 $5,200.00

In the case of near—surface subsidence, well damage

is much less frequent, but the cost of repair is usually

much greater. There are instances where the cost of

repairing this type of damage has run as high as $10,000.00.

These are the type of wells that have the "dog—leg," or

crooked hole configuration discussed in Chapter 2. This
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type of well damage is extremely difficult to repair and

frequently the well must be abandoned (Price, 1972; Cella,

Barr, Evans and Associates, 1973). A unique case is noted
in a well, that was drilled through a dry layer of clay

far above the original water table. The well was near a

"pump—back" irrigation system. This system pumps water to

the field, and collects overflow in an earth tank at the

lower end of the field. In the following irrigation period,

the collected water is pumped back to the head of the field

for irrigation.

The tank at the lower end of the field provides an

excellent recharge point and allows more infiltration of

water than would have occurred if only the percolation had

come from the water being used for irrigation. Following

repeated irrigations, the clay layer became wetted to the

point of saturation and was able to flow. As a consequence,

this well was crushed laterally from pressure exerted in-

ward from the sides. Cost of repairing the well was

approximately $10,000.00 (Price, 1971).

Well drillers and repairmen that work in the study

area believe that the "dog—leg" type well damage is by

similar clay movements. In any event, this type of damage

occurs less frequently, and years may elapse between

occurrence.

Total annual cost for well damage in the case study

area is shown in the following budget:



8 Deep subsidence cased well
failures @ $5,200.00 each

1 Dog-leg type well failure

1 Horizontally crushed well/5 years
$10,000.00 each

$41,600.00

10,000.00

2,000.00
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Total cost per year	 $53,600.00

Fields

Requirements for field maintenance were determined

by examining records obtained from the Soil Conservation

Service as discussed in Chapter 2. Changes in slope due to

subsidence were initially believed to be a major indication

of economic impact through the necessity for releveling to

maintain proper irrigation and drainage. Several Arizona

Soil Conservation Service Districts were compared to esti-

mate whether or not subsiding lands require more maintenance

than non-subsiding areas. Table 2 shows on a percentage of

irrigated acreage basis that subsiding lands do not require

more leveling maintenance than non-subsiding lands.

It is important to note here that these figures are

for total acreage that was leveled. Little of this acreage

in the subsiding area was newly developed land. Most of

the leveling work done in the subsiding areas was done at

the request of the landowner to improve the slope of the

fields and improve water-use efficiency, not to correct

disturbances created by subsidence (Parsons, 1971; Raynor,

1971).
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Due to the continuing drawdown of the water table, water is

becoming more expensive to the farmer. As a consequence,

practices such as high slope—irrigation and use of pump—back

systems or, as many farmers do, simply allowing the water

to run off the end of the field and into the nearest

drainage ditch are becoming less tolerable because of the

high amounts of water wasted. The farmers in the subsiding

areas are improving their fields by decreasing slope and

using shorter irrigation runs to better deliver their

water to the crop and decrease water consumption. This

trend is expected to continue as the water table declines.

The Soil Conservation Service states that less than

10 percent of the work that they perform in releveling

fields is necessitated because of subsidence suspect causes.

The need for gross corrections in slope in agricultural

fields is not well correlated with records of subsidence.

These leveling needs seem to be scattered over the basin,

and may be more closely related to near—surface causes than

subsidence brought about by water overdraft.

Using cost data for preparing new fields (Agricul-

ture Experiment Station, 1969), which allows considerable

leeway for overestimation (since repair cost should be less

than initial preparation costs), we can derive the follow-

ing budget for annual field repair costs:
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Cost per acre of leveling	 $150 per acre
undeveloped land

Total repair cost per year,	 $60,000 per year
maximum of 400 acres
required leveling per year

If one is to consider the general nature of deep

subsidence it is easy to understand why little of the re—

leveling requirements are due to deep subsidence. U. S.

Geological Survey records show that subsidence occurs very

gradually over a large area. Subsidence records indicate

that the areas nearest the center of greatest subsidence

should have the greatest releveling requirements, with a

gradually declining rate of requirement outward to the edges

of the basin. This is not the picture provided by the

various data collected. Near the center of greatest subsi-

dence, field releveling has been necessary. However, much

of the work required here has been repairing numerous cracks

in fields that do not reflect the general cracking types

caused by deep subsidence described previously. These

cracks that have required patching are in the center of the

basin, and some of these run at right angles to surface

contours rather than paralleling them as noted in the

previous discussion of deep subsidence caused cracks. These

atypical cracks are likely to follow clay layers beneath

the surface that have become wetted and have compacted in

the fashion described earlier, however there is little
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documentation to support this. This should be further

examined in the future.

In specific regard to the cracks, their occurrence

is of minor importance to the farmers in general. Most of

the farmers, as noted previously, have more land available

to them than they farm. During the early 1950's, there

were over 300,000 acreas under cultivation. Since that

time, this cultivated acreage has diminished to around

250,000 acres. This probably explains the higher rates of

subsidence exhibited during the early 1950's, due to

greater groundwater withdrawals.

If cracks open in a farmer's field, the farmer

usually has land that is not in production due to crop

rotation practices and fallow land that he can move his

operations to. Should a farmer desire to repair the crack

in his field, he can do so at a cost of $10.00 per linear

foot of crack based upon the prevailing rates for earth

moving (White, 1967; Beck and Associates, 1966).

Soil Conservation Service records indicate that approximate-

ly 5,000 to 6,000 linear feet of cracks are repaired

annually. This would yield a total cost of some $60,000

per year. However, it should be noted again that few of

these cracks repaired are in the peripheral areas of the

basin and may be more akin to the possible near—surface

activity discussed earlier.



Ditches

Less than 10 percent of the ditches annually

installed in the subsiding areas were required because of

subsidence—caused damages, or little more than one mile

of ditch is damaged per year. Most of the ditches in-

stalled were new or replacement ditches to increase water

carrying capacity and efficiency. At a cost of $1.50 per

foot (Agriculture Experiment Station, 1969) for ditch

construction, ditch repair costs due to subsidence are

estimated at a maximum of $10,000 per year. As an aside,

there is a case where a ditch has actually reversed in

slope and had to be completely replaced. This is in the

area mentioned earlier where the atypical crack exists

and is included in the following cost estimate.

agriculture

damages
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Considering all of the above mentioned damages to

and agricultural facilities, total annual

to agriculture are shown in the following budget:

Well repair $53,600

Ditch repair 10,000

Crack repair 60,000

Field releveling 60,000

Total annual damage
to agriculture

$ 184 ,200
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Transportation Facilities Damage

Highways

Highway damage is presently limited to two areas

as described earlier. The location that has received the

most attention is Interstate Highway 10, near Picacho Pass.

In the past, this crack has opened as frequently as four

times in one year. Depending on the severity of the

crack's opening, repair cost could amount to as much as

$3,625.00 to repair both the eastbound and westbound lanes

and the two frontage roads, based upon labor, equipment,

and material costs. On the basin side of the crack (as

opposed to the near—mountain side), there is a possibility

that some near—surface type activity has been occurring

here and this has been confused with deep subsidence. The

map shows that the contours of deep subsidence "bulge" and

follow the highway to the southeast (Figure 4). These

shapes are likely exaggerated by the fact that the highway

acts as a miniwatershed in time of rain and the water than

runs off the highway ponds alongside the highway and the

railroad that act as dikes to allow ponding. Infiltration

of this ponding water and subsequent percolation to the

subsurface clayey layers, yields the near—surface type

reaction described previously.

The other area that was described as being damaged

by subsidence on State Highway 87 has not offered continuing

problems. It shifted about, was repaired, and has not
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required attention since 1969. No cost records exist for

this job, as it was done as routine maintenance by the

State Highway Department. Again, based upon the area of

highway repaired and prevailing rates for equipment and

materials, cost could not have exceeded $5,000. Here, as

in the Highway I-10 case, near—surface activity probably

exists.

Logs of nearby wells show the presence of a large

layer of clay above the original water table which may be

exhibiting near—surface subsidence activity. Again, the

evidence is circumstantial, yet the implications cannot be

ignored.	 The total annual highway damage budget shows:

I-10 (4 times/year) $14,500

State 87 (1 time/5 years) 1,000

Total annual highway damage $15,500

Bridges

Bridges have not been damaged by subsidence to any

measurable degree.

Railroads 

The same crack that crosses I-10 also crosses be-

neath the railroad that parallels the highway. The crack

has been repaired and the railroad maintence division has

injected concrete columns in twelve—foot deep holes, at 45 0

angles from the perpendicular, to help stabilize the track.
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The railroad is particularly concerned with this section of

track following heavy rains, as this area sometimes experi-

ences misalignment because water that ponds alongside in-

duces compaction of the road bed. The railroad company,

however, schedules its working so that it is performing

normal maintenance here when the problems are most likely to

occur, late July. No cost reeords were made available other

than to say that the concrete columns cost "around three

hundred dollars." The problem is one of minor concern to

the railroad management and has been one of minimal conse-

quence (Cox, Southern Pacific Railroad, 1972).

Pipelines 

Again, a problem of minor concern exists. El Paso

Natural Gas simply refills the crack in the earth over the

pipeline and ignores it. Maintenance beyond this is un-

necessary. No cost figures are kept, as the El Paso

Natural Gas Company does not consider this cracking as

damage.

A budget for the total annual damage to transporta-

tion facilities shows:

Highways	 $15,500.00

• Bridges, railroads,
and pipelines	 4,300.00
(arbitrary estimate)

Total annual damage to	 $19,800.00
transportation facilities
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Domestic and Urban Structures Damage 

There is no evidence to indicate that deep subsi-

dence has created any damage in domestic structures. Inter-

views with professional engineers and builders state that

most cracking and settling of homes and other buildings is

due to normal post-construction reactions and/or poor site

preparation. They further state that most of these could

be avoided by proper initial construction.

Total Annual Subsidence Damage Costs

The following recaps and totals all of the various

annual damage costs caused by subsidence in Pinal County:

Agriculture

Land leveling $60,000
Crack repair 60,000
Well repair 57,250
Ditch repair 10,000

$ 1 8 7 ,250 $ 187,250

Transportation

Highways $15,500
All other 4,300

$19,800 19,800

Domestic and
Urban Structures

Total $207,050

Future Subsidence 

Water use patterns have been studied extensively in

Final County, Arizona. Andersen (1968) devised an analog
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model for describing the depletion of the groundwater in

the study area. The model used the assumption that pump-

ing rates would remain fairly constant into the future

(based upon past records) and predicted water level draw-

down on this assumption.

Andersen's work used measurements of groundwater

pumpage, water levels, specific capacities of wells and

estimates of the storage capacity of the alluvial material.

The study shows that water level drawdown will continue in-

to the future at much the same rate as in the past. For

the period 1962 to 1972 Andersen's model predicted an

average water total decline in the study area of 5 feet per

year which is close to the actual drawdown experienced.

After 1972, continued drawdown at the rate of 5 feet per

year is expected.

During the period 1947 to 1967, water levels de-

clined approximately 120 feet and the land subsided 7.54

feet in the area of maximum subsidence. The average subsi-

dence rate is of 0.062 foot of subsidence per foot decline

in the water table (7.54 ft./120 ft. = 0.062).

Averaged over the 1947-1967 period, the annual rate of sub-

sidence is 0.37 foot per year (7.54 ft./20 = 0.37).

The following schedule, based upon Andersen's model

shows subsidence up to the year 1996 and estimates of

possible damages based upon past rates of subsidence and

water withdrawal.
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Burdack (1970) used Andersen's model and included

economic data to reflect changes in pumping brought about

by greater costs due to increased lift. As a profit maxi-

mizer, the farmer would use only that amount of water that

would maximize his profit. The deeper the water table, the

greater cost of water (lift) and presumably the less water

that would be used as the farmers substitute other inputs

to maintain crop yield.

Employing the refinements that Burdack proposed

will show that subsidence continues but at a lesser rate.

Table 4 illustrates subsidence effects using

Burdàck's assumptions. These figures are estimates and

reflect only the most basic trends.
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CHAPTER 6

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

To evaluate the economic significance of the cost

figures presented in the previous chapter, it is necessary

to test them against some alternative to the current

status. Benefit—Cost Analysis (Subcommittee on Evaluation

Standards, 1958; Howe, 1971) is a commonly used method for

this type of test. Benefit—Cost Analysis translates

physical effects of a project into benefits and costs,

both measured in dollar terms. The two may be then com-

pared by their ratio to help establish a project's

economic feasibility or non—feasibility.

To create a simple model for Benefit—Cost Analysis

only costs and benefits to agriculture will be considered.

Agriculture suffers the greatest damage and would therefore

benefit the most from any changes.

Using the data reported in the previous chapter,

stopping subsidence will yield a benefit of $184,200 to

agriculture per year in the current subsidence costs.

Any solution used to stop subsidence damage must

halt (or reduce greatly) groundwater overdraft. Overdraft

may be reduced by either importing water to replace the

overdraft or simply limiting pumping.
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To evaluate either of the two alternatives, it is

helpful to review costs and data reported earlier in this

research.

1. Total annual subsidence cost to Agricul-

ture: $184,200

2. Total annual groundwater use in Agricul-

ture, acre feet: 970,000

3. Cost of groundwater production, per acre

foot: $13

4. Subsidence cost per acre foot of ground-

water extracted: $187,000/970,000	 $.19

Use of these figures will enable the evaluation of the two

above noted alternatives.

Benefit-Cost Analysis: Water Importation

The most frequently proposed source of additional

water to Pinal County is the Central Arizona Project (CAP)

which will provide water imported from the Colorado River.

Various studies have been performed to establish the cost

of imported water and the water cost from the CAP has been

estimated to be near 35.00 per acre foot by Martin and

Young (1969). Other estimates have shown a similar cost.

The current cost of groundwater production in

Final County is approximately $13.00 per acre foot. For

each acre foot imported, presumably one acre foot of ground-

water will be left in the aquifer to help reduce subsidence
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causing overdraft. Therefore the cost of importing water

is: $35.00 - $13.00	 $22.00, net per acre foot cost of

water importation.

Annual groundwater withdrawals in Pinal County are

970,000 acre feet per year. The U. S. Geological Survey

reports in the Annual Report on Groundwater in Arizona,

1972, that over 90 percent of the groundwater withdrawals

are overdraft. If the assumption were made that all of the

subsidence damages would be halted by a 25 percent reduc-

tion in overdraft, then a benefit-cost ratio may be con-

structed in the following manner:

Annual Groundwater Withdrawals	 970,000 acre feet

Annual Groundwater Overdraft (90%)	 882,700 acre feet

Required Imports (25% of overdraft) 220,675 acre feet

220,675 acre ft. X $22.00/acre ft. = $4,854,850/yr.

Benefits/Costs = $187,000/$4,854,850	 .0325

In accordance with Benefit-Cost Analysis practice,

the ratio must be greater than 1 (one), as benefits must

exceed costs. Here, benefits do not, even with the liberal

assumption that only 25 percent of the overdraft is respon-

sible for all subsidence. The importation feasibility may

be further examined from another point of view.

Subsidence damage costs can be assessed to current

groundwater costs. At a cost of $.19 per acre foot of

water withdrawn, the total cost for subsidence and
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groundwater extraction is $13.19 per acre foot. This still

leaves a net cost for water importation of very near $22.00

per acre foot. The maximum expenditure allowable to main-

tain a benefit-cDst ratio of greater than 1 (one) for sub-

sidence halting remedies is $187,000 per year. At a rate

of approximately $22.00 per acre foot of water imported,

8,500 acre feet of water can be imported before the maximum

expenditure was passed. Water imports of 8,500 acre feet

are less than 0.85 percent of overdraft. Importation of

8,500 acre feet of water would probably have zero net

effect on subsidence and only serve to increase total costs

by $187,000 per year.

Benefit-Cost Analysis: Pumping Controls

Reduction of water pumping in the case study area

would halt subsidence. Exactly how much reduction required

would be subject to question as no studies have been carried

out to	 determine the subsidence causing threshold with-

drawal. Again, if as in the preceeding example it is

assumed that a 25 percent reduction of overdraft will

totally halt subsidence, a benefit-cost ratio may be estab-

lished to test reduced pumping against the subsequent

decline in agricultural income due to decreased production.

To be as liberal as possible in this test, it was

decided to select the most marginal crop (that crop that

will be abandoned first when the price of a factor in
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production increases in price, i.e., the least profitable).

Sorghum has returned as little as 9.00 per acre as gross

profit (returns above variable costs) in past years. It

was assumed that all of the water that will be left in the

aquifer to halt subsidence (25% of overdraft, or 220,675

acre feet per year) had been employed in the production of

sorghum.

Areas such as western Pinal County where water

lifts are "deep" (greater than 500 feet) annually use

slightly more than two acre feet of water per acre of sor-

ghum production. To conserve 220,675 acre feet of water

annually would require removal of 101,693 acres of sorghum

from production. The subsequent loss of profit would be:

$9.00 per acre X 101,693 acres	 $915,241/year

Benefit/Costs	 $187,000/$915,241	 0.2

Again the ratio does not exceed the required value

of 1 (one). It is also worthy to note that there is not

100,000 acres of all feed grains currently grown in Final

County.

Consideration of the fact that sorghum is the least

profitable crop being produced, and the recent sharp in-

creases in agricultural prices reduces the economic impor-

tance of subsidence damages further. As these increases in

prices force production to high levels and returns to the

farmer increase; subsidence costs become less a factor in
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his cost of production, as a larger proportion of his

increased income will be profit. Regardless of how high

farm prices go, it is very unlikely that farm acreage will

exceed the high of 315,000 acres (Appendix A) that was

attained in 1952 because of loss of land to urban use and

a limit on the number of wells in the area. If the in-

creases in irrigated acreage increases withdrawals 25 per-

cent, and the additional withdrawals were to aggravate

subsidence costs by doubling or trebling them, the cost of

water would only be increased by about $.60 per acre foot

(if subsidence damages are added to water production

costs). Increases in farm income will be largely reflected

as profit and $.60 per acre foot of water will be negli-

gible addition to the farmer's production budget.



CHAPTER 7

POLICY CONSIDERATION AND CONCLUSIONS

In Chapter 5, it was shown that subsidence does

cost "thousands of dollars per year" as quoted in Chapter

1. It was also shown in Chapter 6 that at this time there

is no economically feasible alternative to the current

status of the area. Briefly put, the cure is worse than

the disease. As a part of water cost, subsidence is only

slightly more than one percent, and as a part of the

farmer's total variable costs, subsidence cost is less

than 0.2 percent.

The important point to be learned from the informa-

tion reported thus far is that physical facts do not

necessarily reflect economic and/or social significance.

Even though subsidence damages and costs are fact, they may

not be deserving of alleviation in the traditional sense.

Historically, water problems (subsidence is a

symptom of a "water problem") have been solved by providing

the facilities necessary to increase supplies. In Chapter

6, it was shown that additions to supply to halt subsidence

are not economically feasible. Furthermore, reduction of

the current pumpage is also not economically feasible be-

cause of the value of water in production. While the

59
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management of subsiding lands may not be absolutely optimal,

and subsidence does cost money, the current status, contin-

uing subsidence, is the "best" management that can be

achieved under the existing institutional and economic

constraints. And, these constraints are deserving of re-

view and evaluation before overt steps are taken to halt

subsidence. Arizona Water Law needs review. Original

Territorial Codes did not even mention underground water

and since that time the law has had sporadic and confusing

development to the point today where it is inadequate to

serve the needs of a state that receives over fifty percent

of its water from underground stores. It is furthermore

inadequate when the law is examined in light of the waste

of water evident in Arizona. It is paradoxical that water

is said to be so precious, and yet wasted so readily in

Arizona. In Arizona, where there are almost daily news-

paper articles about Arizona's water shortage, it is common

to see roads flooded by water running off the lower ends

of irrigated fields, to be largely lost to evaporation and

serve no productive purpose. It is perfectly legal to

waste water in Arizona, if it cannot be proven that it is

done with malice. The several users of the common pool

aquifer have no recourse to halt a water waster without

"proof of malice." It is also noteworthy here to remind

the reader that uncontrolled common pool systems generally
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suffer from overexploitation (excessive pumping), because

each user knows that the resource (water) will eventually

be gone and the user wants his full share, or more, before

it (the water) is gone.

In the case study area, the various water users do

not want governmental intervention in the form of pumping

controls to halt subsidence, but they do want the government

to intervene and finance the construction of a new water

importation system which, for subsidence is economically

unjustified. Perhaps the best recommendation that can be

made is to have legislative action that takes advantage of

the current advances in hydrologic and economic theory and

practice to describe management alternatives that might

reduce overdraft.

There is some merit in a water users association

where all of those that benefit from water use would also

share in subsidence costs. It could be self insuring, as

well as, providing better use of the groundwater stores,

but may be more expansive to establish and maintain than

subsidence damages cost.

In conclusion it can be stated that:

1. Current management practices (none that

deal with subsidence specifically) are

adequate given the existing institutional

and economic constraints, and;
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2. Chicken Little was wrong. The sky is not

falling, but -- the earth is, and again,

its importance has been grossly overstated.



APPENDIX A

IRRIGATED ACREAGE IN PINAL COUNTY BY CROP TYPE

The following information was compiled from Arizona

Agriculture, The Bulletin of the Agricultural Experiment

Station, College of Agriculture, University of Arizona,

1948 through 1969.
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